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Citizen Voices : Performing Public Participation in Science and Environment Communication
Citizen Voices : Performing Public Participation in Science and Environment Communication,
edited by Louise Phillips, Anabela Carvalho and Julie Doyle, has been published by Intellect.
How is ’participation’ ascribed meaning and practised in science and environment
communication ? And how are citizen voices articulated, invoked, heard, marginalized or
silenced in those processes ? Citizen (...)
Find out more
Mediating Climate Change, Julie Doyle
Climate change has been a significant area of scientific concern since the late 1970s, but has only
recently entered mainstream culture and politics. However, as media coverage of climate change
increases in the twenty-first century, the gap between our understanding of climate change and
climate action appears to widen.  In this timely book, Julie Doyle explores how practices of
mediation (...)
Find out more
International Communication Gazette, Special issue : Communicating the environment
A new issue of International Communication Gazette is available online : Special issue :
Communicating the environment : 1 February 2011 ; Vol. 73, No. 1-2 The Table of Contents is
available online at : http://gaz.sagepub.com/content/vol73/issue1-2/ ?etoc Edited by : Anders
Hansen and Julie Doyle Articles : Communicating the environment : Guest editors’ introduction,
Anders (...)
Find out more
WIREs Climate Change
An important new forum to promote cross-disciplinary discussion of a global phenomenon with
long-term societal implications Published in association with the Royal Meteorological Society
and the Royal Geographical Society (with IBG) An authoritative, encyclopedic resource
addressing key topics from diverse research perspectives Content is fully citable, qualifying for
abstracting, indexing, (...)
Find out more
Science Communication
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The flow of expert knowledge is undergoing rapid change. As information highways are
constructed around the globe, new questions about ethics, goals, and economics must be
answered. Science Communication addresses theoretical and pragmatic questions central to
some of today’s most vigorous political and social debates. This discourse crosses national,
cultural, and economic boundaries on (...)
Find out more
Public Understanding of Science
Public Understanding of Science is an essential source for any scholar working in this field. Its
international reach and its wide range of contributors make it even more valuable." Professor
Jon D. Miller Public Understanding of Science is a fully peer reviewed international journal
covering all aspects of the inter-relationships between science (including technology and
medicine) and the (...)
Find out more
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